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Bradman's revised and updated version of his original book of cricket instruction written in the late

1950s, providing information and practical hints for all cricketers from young hopefuls to

experienced enthusiasts. Bradman has also written "Farewell to Cricket" and "How to Play Cricket".
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You would think that a book this old in a sport which has seen so many changes should still be so

relevant but the tips on batting particularly on how to play aggressive strokes are still relevant.

Young batsmen should take note on the description of how to play the pull and the hook. As a

bowling reference it's fairly good although I reckon the nature of bowling has changed more

particularly spin bowling and Bradman not being a bowler don't make it the best. Interestingly there

is stuff in there on the Carrom ball. The one thing I didn't like was that a revised edition (1984) I

would have thought there would have been more modern pictures and other content but I guess it

was just a freshening of the original.

This is arguably the best cricket book going around, written by the best to ever go around. Written in

the 50's as an extension of a brief manual Bradman wrote in the 30's, this has long been considered

the best cricket coaching book ever. Plenty of tips on Batting & Bowling with photos & explanations

by Don Bradman of test cricketers plying their trade. A book any budding cricketer must have as a

great reference guide to playing, this will be a lifetime treasure for anyone who is a cricket lover. As

Bradman quotes, "a cricketer can be exhausted by the art of playing cricket, but he will never

exhaust his subject."I could not think of a better gift for a young boy starting on his cricketing



journey. I bought one for my 11 year old nephew to teach him about the greatest ever

cricketer/captain/administrator & handed it to him very reluctantly!!!

A true classic. Replete with great photos from the golden age of test cricket. And this is a nice

edition to boot.
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